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When it comes to applying a textured paint on your walls, it can effectively be done in two possible
ways. You can make use of special paints to get your walls coloured or you can create a desired
texture on the walls before applying the paints. Now, by special paints, we refer to the paints having
small solid particles in it, which is used for creation of the patterns on the walls.

The paints with small solid particles in it are quite simple to apply. The only thing that needs to be
done is to have a big and straight metal float and a trowel using which the paint can be spread
uniformly on the wall. There are numerous designs to choose from but people preferring the
contemporary styles can start with the older roman patterns. There are also quite a large number of
modern designs up for offering as well, particularly for the people who loves to keep themselves at
par with the latest trends.

For your knowledge, texture paint can also be used outside the walls as well. However, it is strictly
recommended to get all your belongings, furniture and gadgets covered properly until the total
painting process is completed. Being highly sticky in nature, the stains are real hard to remove that
thatâ€™s the reason for this added security.

For painting the exterior walls, the first thing you need to do is to get a scaffolding from somewhere
using which the total wall area can be accessed. Unlike the regular paints, textured colours needs to
be applied to the total wall surface to get the desired results. Apart from this, while working on your
exterior walls, be real careful that the temperature around does not exceed 25degrees and the walls
are not exposed to the direct rays of the sun. At higher temperatures, the paints are going to dry out
soon as a result of which texture creation is going to get difficult.

Another key thing that needs to be done is to smoothen the wall surface prior to application of the
paints on the surface of the wall Therefore, having a proper support surface like a trowel is
necessary to get the old paint coat totally removed from the walls. You can also use sand papers for
effectively wiping out dirt and impurity particles from the walls.

To start off with the painting process, first get the walls colored with a coat of same colored primer
as that of the paint. The primer helps in proper bonding of the paint to the wall surface. After
applying the primers, allow the wall surface to dry for a minimum of 24hours.  When you start
painting, the standard convention is to spread the paint over one square meter at a time followed by
creation of texture over the painted surface using a trowel.  This will make sure that an uniformity is
maintained. If you are careful and follow the basic steps, getting your walls coloured with a texture
paint is never going to be too complicated for you.
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